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Abstract

Previous investigations on the energy spectra of solar energetic particle (SEP) events revealed that the energy
spectra observed at 1 au often show double power laws with break energies from one to tens of MeV/nuc. In order
to determine whether the double power-law features result from the SEP source or the interplanetary transport
process from the Sun to 1 au, we separately analyze the SEP spectra in the decay phase, during which the transport
effect is minimum. In this paper, we reported three events observed by the Interplanetary Monitory Platform 8
spacecraft, which occurred on 1977 September 19, November 22, and 1979 March 1. For the first two events, the
event-integrated spectra of protons possess double power-law profiles with break energies in a range of several
MeV to tens of MeV, while the spectra integrated in the decay (reservoir) phase yield single power laws.
Moreover, a general trend from a double power law at the rising phase to a single power law at the decay phase is
observed. For the third event, both the event-integrated and the reservoir spectra show double power-law features.
However, the difference between the low- and high-energy power-law indices is smaller for the reservoir spectrum
than the event-integrated spectrum. These features were reproduced by solving the 1D diffusion equation
analytically and we suggest that the transport process, especially the diffusion process, plays an important role in
breaking the energy spectra.
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1. Introduction

The energy spectra of solar energetic particles (SEPs),
observed by spacecraft located at 1 au, often exhibit double
power laws. (e.g., Mazur et al. 1992; Tylka et al. 2000, 2005;
Cohen et al. 2005; Mewaldt et al. 2005a; Mewaldt et al. 2005b;
Mewaldt et al. 2012; Desai et al. 2016). The power-law slope
(absolute value) increases from low to high energies with a
clear break at a certain energy. The break energies for different
ion species were reported to be correlated with particles’
charge-to-mass (Q/A) ratio, as ( )~ dE Q A0 , where δ varies
from event to event (e.g., Cohen et al. 2005; Tylka et al. 2005).

The origins of the spectral breaks were suggested as either in
the acceleration site or in the interplanetary transport process.
Typical theories of acceleration mechanisms, such as stochastic
acceleration by resonating with cascading magnetohydro-
dynamic waves or diffusive shock acceleration, yield a single
power-law spectrum (e.g., Axford et al. 1977; Blandford &
Ostriker 1978; Miller 1998). However, finite shock lifetime,
finite shock size, and shock geometry were considered as
probable causes for the spectral break. Zank et al. (2000) first
explained the spectral roll-over feature by a mechanism in
which the accelerated energetic particles escape into the
interplanetary space from the shock vicinity. A particle’s
escaping ability was controlled by the diffusion coefficient,
which is a function of the particle’s rigidity. Tylka et al. (2005)
suggested that the spectral variabilities in large, gradual SEP
events arose from seed populations and the shock obliquities.
Later, the connection between the shock geometry and the
spectral breaks was further developed by Li & Zank (2005) and
Li et al. (2009). A strong dependence for a quasi-parallel shock,
d ~ 1–2, and a shallower dependence for a quasi-perpendicular
shock, d ~ 0.2, were predicted.

The transport effect on the spectral breaks was recently
studiedby Li & Lee (2015) and Zhao et al. (2016b). Li & Lee

(2015) solved the SEP fluence from the Parker diffusion
equation analytically and found that three distinctive power
laws at 1 au were obtained by assuming a single power-law
source spectrum at the Sun. Lately, Zhao et al. (2016b)
performed a study of the interplanetary transport by numeri-
cally solving the 3D focused transport equations. All known
particle transport mechanisms, including particles streaming
along magnetic field lines, convection with solar wind,
adiabatic cooling, focusing, and pitch angle diffusion are
modeled. A double-power-law energy spectrum at 1 au is
obtained by assumingsingle power-law source particles at the
Sun. The break energies and energy spectra at low- and high-
energy ends are closely related to the interplanetary magnetic
turbulence spectrum, which we assumed to have the form of

( ) ( )~ + -GP k kl 1c , where k is wavenumber, lc is the
correlation length, and Γ is the spectral index. Smaller
turbulence spectral indices usually lead to smaller break
energies. The break energy is also found to be proportional
to the correlation length.
In order to investigate whether the double-power-law

features exist in the source spectrum or in the transport
process, we separately analyze particle spectra in the decay
(reservoir) phase, in which the transport effect is minimum.
Particle energy spectra exhibit different shapes in different
phases. At earlier phases (the onset and plateau), low-energy
particles are trapped either in the shock vicinity or held by the
interplanetary magnetic fluctuations. Therefore, a roll-over at
low energies is expected. In the decay phase, a reservoir is
often formed in which the energetic particle spectrum does not
change with time.
The decay phase of solar flare events was first analyzed by

McCracken et al. (1971) using four Pioneer spacecraft
separated by ∼180° in heliocentric longitude. They found that
the spectrum at high energies (;10MeV) at a later time of the
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decay phase showed a time-invariant feature. In addition, the
spectral exponent at the decay phase is a function of the angular
distance from the parent flare. They suggested that this was due
to an energy-dependent diffusion process. Later, Mckibben
(1972) studied nine solar proton events that occurred between
1967 December and 1968 August using theInterplanetary
Monitory Platform (IMP) 4, as well as Pioneer6 and 7. The
azimuthal dependence of the solar protons in the energy range
of 10 ∼ 30MeV was analyzed. Mckibben (1972) found that
five of the nine events showed two decay phases of
distinguishably different features. In the early phase, the
azimuthal gradients were large and the decay time constant
ranged from 10to 20 hours. In the late phase, the azimuthal
gradients were weak or nonexistent with a decay time constant
in excess of 40hours. They also found that the transition from
the fast decay to the slow decay was sometimes abrupt and
simultaneous at widely separated spacecraft. The time depend-
ence of the spectra was also analyzed in Mckibben (1972) and
he found that the spectra’s time dependence varies from event
to event. In some cases, the spectrum observed at all three
spacecraft was approximately independent of time. In others,
the spectra steepened with time. There were also cases in which
the spectra observed at one or more spacecraft flattened with
increasing time.

The reservoir not only exists in the longitudinal manner; it
exists in the radial manner as well. Roelof et al. (1992)
examined the electron and ion SEPs using IMP 8 (at 1 au) and
Ulysses (at 2.5 au) and reported the inner heliosphere as a
reservoir for low-energy particles. A zero (or small) intensity
gradient between the two spacecraft (assumed to lie in the same
flux tube) was found, indicating a zero field-aligned gradient.

Reames et al. (1996) surveyed the spatial and temporal
distributions of SEP events using Helios1, Helios2, IMP 8,
and Voyager2. They found that before the shock arrival,
particle intensities showed a large longitudinal dependence.
After the shock arrival, particle intensities were longitudinally
independent for all energies. Reames et al. (1996) suggested
that this was because particles were trapped between the shock
structure and the converging magnetic field near the Sun, and
the slow decrease of the particle intensities was caused by the
expansion of this trapped volume.

Later, Reames et al. (1997a) studied the energy spectra of
five impulsive solar flares and one gradual SEP event using
WIND spacecraft. They found that at the late decay phase of the
gradual SEP event, whichoccurred on 1995 October 20, the
energy spectra demonstrated a time-invariant power-law form
foraround three days. Reames et al. (1997a) suggested that the
energy spectra integrated over the whole SEP event biased
against low-energy particles because of the inclusion of the
time periods before the low-energy particles arrive at 1 au.
Thus, Reames et al. (1997a) obtained the source spectra at the
shock combining the time-invariant low-energy spectrum at the
reservoir period with the high-energy spectrum at the beginning
of the event. The resulted spectral shape departed little from a
power law between ∼20 keV to ∼100MeV. Later, Reames
et al. (1997b) performed a statistical study of the events in
Sheeley et al.’s (1985) list (between 1979 and 1982) and
suggested that the invariant spectra feature is a common
feature. The spectra at the onset shows a large longitudinal
dependence, while the spectra at the reservoir is the same for
multi-spacecraft within a factor of two.

The same invariant pattern for electrons has also been
analyzed by Daibog et al. (2003b) using Helios1 and Helios2
spacecraft. The authors analyzed 20 SEP events that occurred
from 1976 January to 1980 March and found that 17events out
of 20 had the invariant properties for both protons and
electrons. Lario (2010) studied the time-intensity profiles of
near-relativistic electron (53–315 keV) events observed by
ACE and Ulysses in solar cycle 23. Two energy channels, the
low and the high, were analyzed. He found that the solar wind
convection and the adiabatic deceleration processes played an
important role in the decay phase of SEP events.
In this work, we report three SEP events that were observed

by IMP 8 spacecraft. In two of the three events, the event-
integrated spectrum shows a double-power-law feature, while
the reservoir spectrum is a single power law. The time
evolution of the spectra is also analyzed and a clear trend from
a double power law toward a single power law is obtained. This
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
observation data for the three events, in Section 3, we present
the discussion, and in Section, 4 we conclude.

2. Event Description

The events we discuss here were observed by IMP 8
spacecraft. IMP 8 was launched in 1973 and located near the
1 au ecliptic. For each event, we plot the energetic particle
intensities in the energy range of 1–398.2MeV for protons and
0.3–18MeV for electrons measured by Goddard Medium
Energy Experiments. We also plot the normalized intensity
profile with respect to the reservoir period for different
energies. The interplanetary magnetic field and the solar wind
plasma data, i.e., velocity and number density, are also used.
To examine the variation of energetic proton spectra, besides
integrating the time-intensity profile over the entire event, we
also integrate the intensity profile in the decay phase, when the
SEPs have formed a uniform reservoir in the entire heliosphere.
All of the three events show double power-law features in the
event-integrated spectra. However, for the reservoir spectra, the
first two of the three events show single power laws.

2.1. 1977 September 19 Event

Figure 1 shows the first event, which occurred on 1977
September 19. Thirty-minute averaged proton time-intensity
profiles between September 19 and 24 are plotted in panel (a).
The corresponding energy channel for each curve is indicated
in the legend in units of MeV. Similar to Reames et al. (1997a),
we plot the normalized time-intensity profile in panel (b).
Starting from September 21, the time-intensity profiles for
different energies track each other, i.e., having a similar decay
time constant. Panel (c) shows the electron time-intensity
profile in the energy range of 0.3–18MeV in the same time
period. The magnitude and components (in GSE coordinates)
of the hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic field in units of
nT are plotted in panel (d). The solar wind velocity V in km s−1

unit and number density N in the unit of 1 cm−3 are plotted in
panel (e). Note that panels (d) and (e) only plot the data when
IMP 8 was in the solar wind. The onset of the event,
determined by the soft X-ray flux, is at 10:43 UT September
19. A 3B/X2 solar flare located at N08W57 associated with
this event was reported (Kallenrode et al. 1992). The invariant
energetic particle time-intensity profiles at the decay phase
were examined by Daibog et al. (2003b) using the twin Helios
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spacecraft observations. Two proton energy channels,
4–13MeV and 13–27MeV, and two electron energy channels,
0.3–0.8 MeV and 0.8–2.0 MeV, were analyzed.

In panel (a), the black and red dashed horizontal lines
indicate the time periods used to calculate the event-integrated
and the reservoir spectra, respectively. Since the onset of the
event was during the decay phase of a previous event, we need
to remove the background effects when integrating the
intensities for the event-integrated spectrum, especially for
low energies. We assume that particles with different energies
were released at the same time and the first arriving particles
experienced scatter-free propagation through a fixed parker
spiral. Supposing particles are released at time t0, the arrival
time of a particle with velocity v after a scatter-free propagation
is = +t t s v0 , in which s is the path length along the parker
spiral. If we assume the onset time of particles with the largest
velocity v1 to be t1 and the onset time of particles with the
smallest velocity v2 to be t2, we obtain the onset time of
particles with an arbitrary velocity v between v1 and v2 to be

( ) ( )= + - - -
-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟t t

v v v v
t t

1 1 1 1
. 11

1 1 2

1

1 2

In this event, v1 and v2 are calculated from =E 398.2 MeV1

and =E 1.0 MeV2 . The corresponding arrival timest1 and t2
are set to be 11:00 UT September 19 and 20:00 UT September
19. The calculated times for different energies are over-plotted
on the time-intensity profile as bold dashed lines in panel (a).
The event-integrated spectrum and the reservoir spectrum are

shown in Figure 2 in black and red, respectively. The error bars
are plotted. Here we only plot energy spectra up to 100MeV
because the integrated reservoir fluence at higher energies is
affected by cosmic rays. The reservoir spectrum is shifted
upward by a factor of 250 to match the high-energy part with
the event-integrated spectrum. The event-integrated spectrum
shows a double power law, with a break energy between
several MeV to tens of MeV, while the reservoir spectrum
shows a single power law. The power-law index at the high-
energy end is the same for the event-integrated and the
reservoir spectra. To investigate the trend of the spectrum
evolution, we divided the time period indicated by the dashed
black line in panel (a) into 10 intervals and calculated the
spectra integrated in each interval. The resulting spectra with
error bars are shown in Figure 3. The start times of each
interval are indicated in the legend. During the early phase, the
spectra bend over at low energies, which indicates that most of

Figure 1. SEP event that occurred on 1977 September 19. (a) Proton time-intensity profile in the energy range of 1–71.6 MeV. (b) normalized proton intensities with
respect to the reservoir period. (c) Electron time-intensity profile in the energy range of 0.3–18 MeV. (d) Magnitude and components of the magnetic field. (e) Solar
wind speed and number density.
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the low-energy particles have not arrived at 1 au yet. After
20:24 UT September 20, the spectra show single power laws
with similar power indices.

2.2. 1977 November 22 Event

The second event occurred at 10:06 UT, 1977 November 22.
An associated 2B/X1 flare located at N24W40 was reported

(e.g., Reames & Lal 2010). The invariant time-intensity profiles
for both protons and electrons were examined by Daibog et al.
(2003b) and the onset timing of energetic particles of this event
was discussed by Reames & Lal (2010). Similar to Figure 1,
Figure 4 plots the energetic proton and electron time-intensity
profiles, the magnitude and components of the magnetic field,
and the solar wind speed and number density. From panels (d)
and (e), the CME-associated shock arrived at 1 au at 12:46 UT
November 25 (Reames & Lal 2010). Panel (b) shows the
normalized proton time-intensity with respect to the reservoir
period. Proton intensities start to track each other at the
beginning of November 24, even before the arrival of the
shock. The background effect is not strong in this event;
therefore, we do not use Equation (1) to determine the start
time for the event-integrated spectra calculation. Instead, we
use the same time period for all energies.
The time periods used to calculate the event-integrated and

the reservoir spectra are indicated by the black and red dashed
horizontal lines in panel (a). The spectra integrated in the
corresponding time periods are shown in Figure 5. The
reservoir spectrum is shifted up by a factor of 2000 to match
the high-energy part. The event-integrated spectrum shows a
double power-law feature, while the reservoir spectrum is a
single power law. The spectral index at the high-energy end is
the same for both the event-integrated and reservoir spectra.
Similar to Figure 3, Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the
spectra. The spectrum exhibits a double power-law feature in
the beginning, and then becomes a single power law after 18:00
UT November 25. Although the proton time-intensity profiles
start to track each other from the beginning of November 24,
the spectra integrated between 10:48 UT November 24 and
18:00 UT November 25 still bend over at low energies.
Moreover, the spectra only show single power laws after the
arrival of the shock, at 12:46 UT November 25, in the region
downstream of the CME shock.

2.3. 1979 March 1 Event

We also report here another event, in which both the event-
integrated and the reservoir spectra show double power laws.
This event occurred at 10:19 UT 1979 March 01. The twin
Helios spacecraft also observed this event, which was
discussed by Qin & Wang (2015) and Reames et al.
(1996, 1997b). In this paper, we focus on the observations
made by IMP 8. A flare located at E58 was associated with this
event (Reames et al. 1996), i.e., an eastern event with respect to
IMP 8. Similar to Figure 1, the energetic proton and electron
intensity profiles, interplanetary magnetic field, and solar wind
properties from 1979 March 1 to 11 are shown in Figure 7. The
normalized proton intensities with respect to the reservoir
period are plotted in panel (b). The proton time intensity starts
to track for different energies at the beginning of March 5. Note
that, different from the electron time-intensity profile in the
previous two events, the onset of the electron intensities is
gradual.
The selected integration time periods for the event-integrated

and the reservoir spectra are indicated by the dashed black and
red horizontal lines in panel (a). The background effect is large
at the early phase; therefore, we employ the same procedure
discussed in Section 2.1 to determine the start time for each
energy channel. Here, we assume t1 to be 15:00 UT March 1
and t2 to be 10:00 UT March 4. The calculated start times are
plotted as the bold dashed lines in panel (a).

Figure 2. Event-integrated and the reservoir spectra of the 1977 September 19
event. The reservoir spectrum is shifted up by a factor of 250.

Figure 3. Time evolution of the spectrum during the 1977 September 19 event.
Spectra integrated in different time intervals are plotted in different colors and
symbols. The corresponding start time for each interval is indicated in the
legend.
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Figure 8 shows the event-integrated and the reservoir
spectra. The reservoir spectrum is shifted up by a factor of
40 to match the high-energy part. Both the event-integrated and
reservoir spectra show double power-law features. However,
the degree to which the spectrum bends over at low energies in
the reservoir spectrum is less than that in the event-integrated
spectrum. The time evolution of the spectrum is shown in
Figure 9. Note that the enhancements at the low-energy end
between 1 and 5MeV before 20:06 UT March 3 are due to the
background effect. Similar to the two events discussed above,
the extent to which the spectra bend over at low energies is
decreasing after March 6.

3. Discussion

In the first two SEP events reported above, the spectra
integrated at the earlier phases show double power laws, while
the spectra integrated at later phases show single power laws.
Here, we attribute this characteristic to a transport effect. With
the assumptions of a radial solar wind of constant speed, an
isotropic and radial diffusion, the transport of energetic
particles in the inner heliosphere is governed by (see

Figure 4. SEP event that occurred on 1977 November 22. (a) Proton time-intensity profile in the energy range of 1–71.6 MeV. (b) Normalized proton intensities with
respect to the reservoir period. (c) Electron time-intensity profile in the energy range of 0.3–18 MeV. (d) Magnitude and components of the magnetic field. (e) Solar
wind speed and number density.

Figure 5. Event-integrated and the reservoir spectra of the 1977 November 22
event. The reservoir spectrum is shifted up by a factor of 2000.
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where Q is the source profile, f is the distribution function, Vsw

is the solar wind’s velocity in the radial direction, p is
theparticle’s momentum, and κ is the radial diffusion
thecoefficient. The second, third, and fourth terms on the
left-hand side describe the convection, the adiabatic cooling,
and the diffusion processes. Since the solar wind convection
term is independent of the particle’s energy, in the following
discussion, we neglect the solar wind convection term and
analyze the diffusion and adiabatic cooling processes
separately.

3.1. Diffusion Effect

If the transport process is dominated by the diffusion
process, for simplicity, we solve the 1D diffusion equation in
the Cartesian coordinate

( )k
¶
¶

=
¶
¶

f

t

f

x
. 3

2

2

Here, we assume that the spatial diffusion coefficient, κ, is only
a function of the particle’s velocity and A/Q, k =

( )k ra mA Q0 , where r = v v0 and k0 is the diffusion
coefficient of the particle at velocity v0. Note that κ is related
to the particle’s velocity v and mean-free path λ by k l= v /3,
and λ is proportional to the particle’s rigidity (R=p/q),

l ~ -GR2 (e.g., Zhao et al. 2016b). Γ is the spectral index of
the interplanetary turbulence power spectrum, ( ) ~ -GP k k . We
obtained that a = - G3 and m = - G2 .
The solution to Equation (3) with a delta function injection is

( ) ( ) ( )
pk k

= -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟f x p t

n p

t

x

t
, ,

4
exp

4
, 40

2

in which ( ) ~ b-n p p0 is a predefined initial distribution
function at the source. The reasons that we used a delta
function injection are as follows. The solar wind plasma
density decreases in the order of -r 2 close to the Sun, in which
r is the heliocentric altitude (e.g., Wang et al. 2014, and
reference therein). Using a 3D focused transport model, Qin
et al. (2013) concluded that the SEP source strength must decay
faster than -r 2.5 in order to explain the SEP reservoir
phenomenon. Therefore, most of theenergetic particles, with
both high and low energies, are produced near the Sun. It is true
that the solution of the 1D diffusion equation with a delta
injection cannot fully describe the gradual events, particularly
in the early phase. However, solving the diffusion equation
analytically with the injection profile in real cases is far more
complicated. On the other hand, we can consider the continual
injection of energetic particles near the Sun as a summation
over a series of delta function injections with larger ones in
theearly phase.
The upper panel in Figure 10 illustrates the time evolution of

the distribution function f for 10 different velocities at the given
location x0. In the figure, the time t is in units of ( )kx 40

2 . Γ is
assumed to be 1.6 and β to be 5. The ratio, ρ, of the plotted
velocity v to v0, is indicated in the legend. The evolution of f
with respect to time is very similar to the typical time-intensity
profiles in SEP events, e.g., Figure 1. Note that, although we do
not include particles’ streaming along the parker magnetic field
lines, the onset time of particles with different energies still
shows velocity dispersions. This is due to the momentum
dependence of the spatial diffusion coefficient κ.
In Equation (4), when ( ( )) k=t T x 41 0

2 , we have
( ( ))k- x texp 4 12 . Then Equation (4) is approximated as

( ) ( ) ( )
pk

=f x p t
n p

t
, ,

4
, 51

0

independent of the location x. This is consistent with the
observational results that the particle intensities at the later
phase of the SEP events did not have a longitudinal or radial
dependence (a reservoir; e.g., Mckibben 1972; Roelof
et al. 1992; Reames et al. 1996). The diffusion approximation
is only good in the middle part of an SEP event, during which
the particle anisotropy has become small, but the adiabatic
cooling effect doesnot haveenough time. We find that
this phase can be thought of as a part of the reservoir phase
if the exponent in the exponential term is much less than
oneand the particle diffusion coefficient is nearly energy
independent.
We define the ratio of the distribution function f between two

momenta (p1 > p2) as (suppose p1 and p2 are in the same

Figure 6. Time evolution of the spectrum during the 1977 November 22 event.
Spectra integrated in different time intervals are plotted in different colors and
symbols. The corresponding start time for each interval is indicated in the
legend.
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species, then the A/Q dependence can be neglected here)
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Substituting ( ) ( )k k= a mv v A Q0 0 and ( ) ~ b-n p p0 into the
first two factors in Equation (6), we have
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The first factor ( )( )a b+v v2 1
2 is time independent. The second

factor ( ( ))k k-xexp 4 1 10
2

2 1 depends on both time and κ.
At later times, when ( ( ) ) k k= -t T x 1 1 42 0

2
2 1 , i.e.,

( ( )( ))k k- x texp 4 1 1 10
2

2 1 , we have ( )h  a b+v v2 1
2 ,

independent of time. Indeed, as shown in the lower panel of
Figure 10, we plot the distribution function f normalized with
respect to the decay phase. The distribution functions start to
track each other at later times. Note that T1 is larger than T2,

which means that the time-intensity profiles for different
energies begin to track each other before the reservoir in the
entire space forms. Thus, we conclude that in a diffusion-
dominated system, the decay phase can be divided into three
periods. In the first period, i.e., <t T2, the decay time constants
of the time-intensity profiles show large longitudinal, radial,
and energy dependence. In the second period, i.e.,  <T t T2 1,
the time-intensity profiles for different energies decay at the
same rate, but the longitudinal and radial dependence still
exists. In the third period, i.e., t?T1, a reservoir forms in the
entire space. This division is consistent with the observations
discussed in Section 2.2 that the time-intensity profiles for
different energies start to decay at the same rate before a single
power-law spectrum (i.e., an invariant spectrum) forms.
Similar to Figure 3, we plot the time evolution of the energy

spectra at location x0. The results are shown in Figure 11. The
start and end time periods for each spectrum are indicated in the
legend. At early times, the spectrum shows a turned-over
feature at the low-energy end and at later times, the spectra
show single power laws. The trend is similar to what is found
in the first two SEP events.

Figure 7. SEP event that occurred on 1979 March 1. (a) Proton time-intensity profile in the energy range of 1–71.6 MeV. (b) Normalized proton intensities with
respect to the reservoir period. (c) Electron time-intensity profile in the energy range of 0.3–18 MeV. (d) Magnitude and components of the magnetic field. (e) Solar
wind speed and number density.
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The radial diffusion equation in spherical coordinates can be
written as

k
¶
¶

=
¶
¶

¶
¶

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
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g

t r r
r

g

r

1
r 2

2

The solution g is related tof by g=f/r. Note thatthe extra
radial expansion term r1 by solving the diffusion equation in

the spherical coordination does not affect our discussions
above. For the gradual event associated with CME-driven
shocks, the early phase of the energetic particle enhancements
may be affected by the relative locations with respect to the
shock front. The different onset pattern due to the shock
connection may affect the spectral turn over at the early phase

Figure 8. Event-integrated and the reservoir spectra of the 1979 March 1 event.
The reservoir spectrum is shifted up by a factor of 40.

Figure 9. Time evolution of the spectrum during the 1979 March 1 event.
Spectra integrated in different time intervals are plotted in different colors and
symbols. The corresponding start time for each interval is indicated in the
legend.

Figure 10. Top: the time evolution of the distribution function f. Bottom: the
time evolution of the distribution function f normalized with respect to the
decay phase.

Figure 11. Time evolution of the spectra. The corresponding integration time
periods are specified in the legend.
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of SEP events. However, when the time-intensity profile
reaches its decay phase, the effect of different connection may
have been smeared out by perpendicular diffusion. Besides the
different onset pattern, different acceleration processes at quasi-
parallel or quasi-perpendicular parts of CME shock front may
also lead to distinct spectral breaks. For example, based on the
theory developed by Li et al. (2009),Zhao et al. (2016a) used
the heavy ion spectral breaks observed at 1 au by multi-
spacecraft to probe the shock geometry near the Sun. Here, we
focus on the transport effect in the SEP events.

3.2. Adiabatic Deceleration Effect

Particles’ propagation in the inner heliosphere also experi-
ences adiabatic cooling, especially in the long decay phase of
large SEP events. In the decay phase, particles are trapped
between the Sun and the CME structures, or in the inner
heliosphere with an averaged deceleration rate of

( )= - = -
dp

dt

V

r
p Cp

2

3
, 8sw

in the expanding solar wind. The cooling rate is assumed to be
roughly a constant due to the rapid motion of particles along
field lines. We then have the time evolution of a particle’s
momentum as = -p p e Ct

0 , where p0 is the initial momentum at
the source. Substituting into Equation (5), we have

( ) ( )
p k

=
á ñ

b b- -
f x p t

p e

t
, ,

4
, 9

C t

2

where ká ñ represents the averaged diffusion coefficient. As we
can see, the adiabatic cooling effect yields an exponential
decay, while the diffusion effect yields a power-law decay. We
conclude that the long decay phase of SEP events are the
combined results of both the adiabatic cooling and diffusion,
i.e., adiabatic cooling rate C, the source spectral index β,
expressed in the numerator, and the diffusion coefficient,
represented by the denominator. The decay factor from the
adiabatic cooling is larger than that from the diffusion at
latertime. It explains why most observations claim that the
adiabatic cooling is more important than the diffusion (e.g.,
Daibog et al. 2003a). Since the adiabatic cooling does not
change the shape of the spectrum, the resulting spectrum
approximately has the same shape as in the diffusion dominant
phase.

We then integrate the distribution function at the reservoir as

( )

( )

( )

ò òp k b
t t

k

= =
á ñ

=
á ñ

b

t

t
t

b

-
- -

-

F f x p t dt
p

C
e d

p
G t t

, ,
4

, ,

10

t

t

2
1 2

0 1

0

1

0

1

in which t b= C t and ( )G t t,0 1 is a function of the integration
time intervals. The momentum dependence of the diffusion
coefficient κ has been discussed above. Therefore, a softer
spectrum at the reservoir phase compared to the source
spectrum is expected from Equation (10). Indeed, we
performed a set of simulations using the 3D SEP transport

code described in Zhao et al. (2016b) and obtained a softer
spectrum at the reservoir phase.

4. Conclusion

Reames et al. (1997a) pointed out that the event-integrated
spectra in gradual SEP events turned over at low energies
because of the inclusion of the time period in which the low
energetic particles have not arrived. In this paper, we report
three SEP events observed by theIMP 8 spacecraft, which
occurred on 1977 September 19, November 22, and 1979
March 1. For the first two events, the event-integrated spectra
exhibit double power laws with break energies around 10 MeV,
while the reservoir spectra show single power laws. For the
third event, both the event-integrated and reservoir spectra
exhibit double power laws. However, the reservoir spectrum
has a smaller difference between the high- and low-end spectral
indices. Although the third event does not show a single power
law at the reservoir, the extent ofthe spectra bend is less than
in the event-integrated spectrum. For all three events, the
power-law indices at the high-energy end are the same for both
the integrated and the reservoir spectra. We also examined the
time evolution of the energy spectrum and found that the
spectrum is a double power law at the beginning and becomes a
single power law at later times.
In most previous analyses, SEP energy spectra were

calculated by integrating particle intensities over entire events.
However, energetic particles released at the Sun experience the
convection, the adiabatic cooling, and pitch angle focusing and
scattering processes, some of which are energy dependent.
High-energy particles arrive and reach peak intensities earlier
than low-energy particles. This velocity or rigidity dispersion
feature is due to both the streaming of particles along the
magnetic field lines and the energy-dependent spatial diffusion
process. Moreover, particles with low energies can be held by
the CME-driven shock waves or interplanetary turbulence. We
reproduce the energy spectra features found in the SEP events
by solving the 1D diffusion equation analytically. A softer
spectrum than the source at the reservoir is expected. We
suggest that the transport processes, especially the diffusion
process, contribute a lot to the event-integrated spectra in SEP
events and in order to obtain the true spectrum of source
particles at the Sun, we need to remove these transport effects.
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NNX15AB76G,and DOE Grant DE-SC0008721. We
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National Space Science Data Center, MIT Space Plasma
Physics Group, and the Principal Investigator, Dr. Adam Szabo
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